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• Long-wearing comfort thanks to light, premium 
titanium and superior design

• Timelessly elegant looks for men and women 

• Quality that’s built to last: glasses that promise long-
lasting wearing pleasure

WEARER’S 

BENEFITS

Purest quality in timeless style

For lovers of sophisticated, premium eyewear, CHARMANT
Titanium Perfection is the glasses collection of choice. Made
of superior titanium materials, each frame offers light, flexible
comfort, a great fit and enduring stability in clean, timeless
styles with a bespoke quality.

CHARMANT TITANIUM PERFECTION

New Models :

The latest CHARMANT Titanium Perfection frames upgrade
every look. New women’s models are a jewellery-like confection
of graceful frame lines and ornamental temples in noble tones
of rose gold with grey or blue, earthy hues and bright feminine
variations of pink, red and violet. High-tech art and modern
design inspire men’s glasses in 3D structures and angular lines.
The colours are a new interpretation of the classics: calm dark
grey, classic black, elegant silver or blue and rich tortoise.
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Men’s styles

Calm, confident men’s glasses showcase high-
tech art and design nuances in modern profiles
through volume plays and textured temples.
This soft, full-rimmed frame has a defined brow
and creates a pleasant accent on any face shape
especially in elegant tones of blue, brown, grey
or black with contrasting temple tones
(CH29731). For a more geometric ambiance, this
nylor style makes an angular impression in blue,
brown or shades of grey, and reveals a refined
colour interplay between the temple and the
front (CH29732).

Masculine designer looks 
with 3D accents

Sophisticated full-rimmed profiles, striking
temple constructions and flattering colours
distinguish these modern vintage men’s glasses,
making them the perfect accessory for private
and business occasions. This handsome
crown panto style (CH29733) is elevated by
fresh colour selections including demi amber,
black, blue and Havana. For a new twist on retro,
this polygonal frame (CH29734) looks classy in
black tortoise, blue, brown or grey. These
premium eyewear styles come with a
structured temple featuring three parallel lines
that enhance the edgy design approach.

Vintage meets modern in full 
rims and structured temples

CH29734

CH29732

CH29731

CH29733
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Women’s styles

Emphasise elegance and femininity in a
generous panto (CH29830) or soft square
shape (CH29831). Very stylish, both glasses
are designed to enhance the eyes and face
through contemporary profiles and
unique open temples. Warm and earthy
colours, including burgundy, green, and
neutrals such as beige or grey, underscore
the rich mood of these frames.

Open temples and 
accentuated eyes

These chic glasses are the only accessory
you need. Featuring striking curling
temples in two tones, eyes are
accentuated by a second rim colour on
this square profile (CH29832) or a
coloured brow on this cat eye frame
(CH29833). Luxurious colours set these
beautiful styles apart: rose gold or gold
with accents of blue, grey, pink or red
(CH29832), bright pink, red or violet with
contrasting temples or a fresh take on
grey (CH29833).

Ornamental temples for 
a bejewelled vibe

CH29833

CH29830

CH29831

CH29832
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NAME: Lisette Veldhuis

EMAIL: lisette.veldhuis@charmant.eu

PHONE: +31 (0)348 416646

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ocTqaoMbLrTwnzA98
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ABOUT CHARMANT GROUP

For over 60 years, CHARMANT Group has been

renowned worldwide for its pioneering work in the

research and development of new technologies in

the optical industry. By striving for perfection and

its uncompromising high product quality, the

Japanese company has developed into one of the

most important producers and suppliers in the

highly competitive international ophthalmic optics

market. With its goal to unreservedly fulfil the

wishes and demands of its customers, CHARMANT

can always be depended upon for premium quality

and outstanding service. This engagement and

passion are clearly perceived in both CHARMANT

Group house and licensed brands. Thanks to the

company’s expertise in the production of superior

eyewear frames and its comprehensive global sales

network in over 100 countries, CHARMANT Group is

greatly respected as a reliable business partner.
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